The Benefits of Preventive Maintenance

Performing an Agilent CrossLab annual preventive maintenance has been shown to reduce instrument downtime by an average of 2.4 days per year. Gain valuable lab time and reduce repair times by including preventive maintenance in your service strategy.

Protect Your Investment From the Start

Agilent CrossLab Enhanced Extended Warranty

Use your time, money, and resources wisely by adding comprehensive instrument coverage to your instrument purchase.

Agilent CrossLab Enhanced Extended Warranty

Add up to four years of warranty coverage to your instrument purchase to help keep your lab up and running. The Agilent CrossLab Enhanced Extended Warranty is a cost-efficient way to lengthen your instrument’s warranty coverage, including any warranty-level repairs with genuine Agilent parts and preferred response time on repair requests. Plus, you’ll receive an annual preventive maintenance visit after the first year to keep your instrument operating at optimum specifications and maximize your uptime.

Select an Agilent CrossLab Enhanced Extended Warranty to receive:

- Coverage for all required onsite repair visits
- Coverage for all instrument parts, consumables, and supplies required for repair
- Preferred response over time-and-materials calls for faster repair times
- Annual onsite preventive maintenance, starting after the first year of coverage

Learn more:
www.agilent.com/chem/enhanced-extended-warranty
Select your maintenance strategy

Choose a service strategy with included preventive maintenance to maximize your service benefits.

Regular Agilent CrossLab preventive maintenance service has been shown to reduce the number of repairs required by an average of 24% to help increase instrument uptime and magnify the return on your instrument investment.

Agilent CrossLab service plans

For laboratories that also need compliance services, instrument validation, multi-vendor instrument coverage, or other services, an Agilent CrossLab service plan allows you to bundle these offerings with your standard system coverage at a discount.

No matter what your budget plan and level of expertise, Agilent CrossLab offers a service coverage option that best suits your needs.

The Agilent Service Guarantee

Our promise to you: if we cannot fix an instrument covered by an Agilent service plan—regardless of manufacturer—we’ll replace it with an Agilent-equivalent instrument, free.

Learn more:

www.agilent.com/chem/enhanced-extended-warranty